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WE BUY YOUR OLD PARTS

Company name: 

Customer no: 

Address: 

Contact: 

E-mail: 

Phone:  Fax: 

Date: 

Items for purchase (* to complete if there is no part number known) 

Procedure:
1) You fill in the form and send it to cores@tvh.com. Do you hesitate if your part is repairable? Feel free to add some pictures to 

the email. 
2) TVH draws up a quotation.
3) You give your approval and TVH gives you a purchase order number. 
4) You add the PO number to the parcel and state the weight & dimensions; TVH will pick up the goods.
5) You send an invoice to apinvoices@tvh.com with our purchase order number mentioned on it. 
6) After inspection & approval of the parts, TVH pays your invoice (in case of non-repairable parts, TVH contacts you).

For any information or questions, please contact cores@tvh.com

Attachments, combustion engines, displays, electric motors, hydraulic pumps, injection pumps, joysticks, orbitrols,  
printed circuit boards, radiators, reductors, speed controllers, steering axles, torque converters, transmissions, valves.

Parts must be in a repairable condition

Part number/Machine 
brand & type*

Machine serial no  
& YOM* Quantity Brand/ 

Description*
Condition of the part  

(faulty/working)
1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  
8.  
9.  

10.

© 01-2020. TVH Parts Holding NV, Brabantstraat 15, BE-8790 Waregem. TVH® is a registered trademark. TVH is a supplier of after-market spare parts and accessories that are suitable for the maintenance and repair of 
OEM-equipment. This information is stored in the TVH customer database for the duration of the customer-supplier relationship, in accordance with the applicable privacy legislation. You can request the TVH customer 
service in writing for access to and correction of your details. Your information will not be transmitted to third parties. All sales are subject to the general terms & conditions of sale on www.tvh.com/avv. TVBRBM_2001001
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